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Objectives 

§  Demonstrate that we are doing well in a 
challenging marketplace 

§  Describe some of the greater challenges as we 
move forward 

§  Illustrate how we are preparing to address 
those challenges 



UPlan Performance 
 

Medical program cost: * 
 
§  2012 - $220.9M  (+3.8%) projected 
§  2011 - $212.9M  (+2.8%)  
§  2010 - $207.1M  (+5.1%) 

 

* This cost is influenced by enrollment.  
 Includes University cost and employee ”premiums.”  



Per Contract per Year Cost:                                    
History & Projections 

* Per Employee Per Year cost includes former employees such 
as early retirees and members on COBRA  
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Benchmarking Trend 
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Benefits Are⋯ 

High value to employees 
High cost to employers 

 
 

 How should benefits fit into the University’s total 
rewards structure in the future? 

 



Top Ten Attraction & Retention Drivers 
(in rank order) 

1. Job Security 6.  Organizations 
reputation as a great 
place to work 

2. Health care benefits 7.  Retirement benefits 
3. Base pay 8.  Challenging work 
4. Vacation / PTO 9.  Career development 

opportunities 
5. Length of commute 10. Relationship with    

manager/supervisor 
Based on top five most important factors with 27 options 
Source: 2010 study by Towers Watson, all rights reserved. 



Medical Trend Projections 



Challenges on the Rise 

 The ground under Benefits has 
dissolved into shifting sands 

 

§  Federal Health Care Reform 
§  Minnesota Health Care Reform 
§  An uncertain political environment 

 



Health Care Reform 

The Affordable Care Act: (Federal Reform) 
§  Employer and Individual mandates 
§  Health Care Exchanges 
§  Better coverage (for many) through required 

benefits sets 
§  Cost controls 



Health Care Reform 
But will the ACA stand? 
§  Supreme Court case 
§  November elections 
§  Even if the ACA goes away or changes, 

Minnesota has its own health care reform 
legislation 



Strategic Work 

§  Planning for the several eventualities of 
Health Care Reform: 
§  Goes forward “as is” 
§  Dramatically, or moderately, revised 
§  Repealed or declared unconstitutional 

§  We are assembling tools that can be 
arranged in various configurations 



Possible Options Incorporating Different Tools 
High Moderate Spectrum of Options: Degree of Change for Employees 

Option 1a 
Enhanced Base 

Plan Model 

Option 2 
ACO Base Plan 

Model 

Option 3 
Personal 

Responsibility 
Focus 

Option 4 
Exchange Model 

Option 5 
Use the State 
Exchanges 

l  Adapt current Base 
Plan Model to 
incorporate 
additional cost 
containment and 
employee 
engagement tools 

Option 1b 
“Plan A” 

•  Create a narrow 
network based on 
available quality & 
efficiency data 

•  Incorporate 1a tools 

l  Shift to network build 
around provider-
based model that 
achieves cost 
savings through: 

l  Integrated delivery  
of health care 
services centered 
around primary care 

l  Complete and 
coordinated patient 
care with goal of 
improving quality 
and health outcomes 

l  Participant 
engagement model 
that achieves cost 
savings by getting 
participants active in 
eliminating waste 
and improving 
outcomes 

l  Use stronger 
incentives to 
encourage 
participants to be 
“engaged and 
informed” health 
care consumers 

l  Move to a Private 
Exchange , 
sponsored by the 
University, modeled 
on the pattern of the 
State Health Care 
Exchange 

 

l  Give employees an 
allowance with 
which to buy 
coverage through 
the State Exchange  

 



New Emphasis on Assisting Employees 
Make Informed Choices 

§  Participant choices impact their health, 
their pocketbook, and the UPlan 
§  Wellness program helps avoid costs 

§  Better tools needed to help find right care, 
right time, right price 
§  Easy comparison of cost and quality 

 



Staying a Step Ahead 

Even as the sands shift, we are: 
§  Finding every opportunity to wring waste out of 

the system 
§  Sonograms for the “Baby Book” 

§  Verifying dependent eligibility 
§  Increasing our investment in Wellness 

§  Increased incentives, more effectively leveraged 
§  Strategic planning was periodic; now constant 

§  Next 4-6 years are key 



Role of the Benefits Advisory Committee 
§  Representative group of employees 
§  Serve an advisory/consultative capacity 
§  Help communicate important benefit issues 

to employee groups 

In Consultation with Employees 



Objectives 

§  Demonstrate that we are doing well in a 
challenging marketplace 

§  Describe some of the greater challenges as 
we move forward 

§  Illustrate how we are prepared and 
positioned to address those challenges 

§  Discussion 


